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THE TRANSMISSION OF ENERGY BY GRAVITY 
WAVES OF FINITE HEIGHT 

BY 
VICTOR P. STARR 

Massachusetts Imtitute of Technowgy 

AND 

GEORGE W. PLATZMAN 
University of Chicago 

1. Introduction. One of the obvious properties of a train of gravity 
waves is the transmission of energy in the direction of wave propaga-
tion. It is therefore a matter of considerable interest to compute the 
rate of this energy transfer for waves of given characteristics. This 
problem has been studied by Reynolds (1877) and by Rayleigh (1877) 
for the case of irrotational waves, and their results are discussed in 
standard textbooks on hydrodynamics such as the one by Lamb (1932). 
It remains to be pointed out, however, that these classical treatments 
of the subject involve the simplifying assumption that the waves are 
of infinitesimal amplitude. To the knowledge of the writers, there 
does not exist any treatment which deals with the question in its 
generality when this simplifying assumption is dropped. The purpose 
of this paper is to supply such a treatment. Certain important conse-
quences of the results obtained will form the subject matter of a further 
discussion by the writers at a later time. 

2. The Energy Transmission Function. Let us consider the two-
dimensional irrotational motions in the x, z-plane of a perfect fluid of 
uniform and constant density p, bounded above by a free surface at 
which the pressure p has a uniform value Po and below by a fixed bot-
tom of given shape, as shown in Fig. 1. To the right (x positive) the 
fluid is bounded by a fixed vertical wall at x = Xii, while to the left the 
fluid may extend to great distances. It is assumed that there exists 
an acceleration of gravity g acting downward, i. e., in the negative 
z-direction. The origin for z is left unspecified for the time being. 
Also, for the present purpose no additional assumptions will be made 
concerning the detailed nature of the fluid motion except that the free 
surface remains unbroken so that there is no turbulent dissipation of 
energy. We shall now attempt to deduce an expression for the rate 
of energy transfer in the fluid across an arbitrary fixed vertical located 
at X =Xi. 

(229) 
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Generally speaking, the energy flux across x = x1 in the fluid will, 
if energy is conserved, be equal to the rate of increase of energy in the 
fluid to the right plus the rate at which work is performed against the 
surface pressure in the region to the right. Therefore, terms corre-
sponding to these processes should appear in the final equation 
obtained. 

Since the motion is irrotational, there exists a velocity potential </, 
so that the particle velocity components u and w in the x- and z-
directions respectively are given by 

a<t, 
U=--· W= ax , 

a<t, 

az 
We also have at our disposal the continuity equation, 

au aw 
-+-=O. ax oz 

(1) 

(2) 

According to the theory of the motions of an ideal fluid, as given for 
example by Lamb (1932), it is possible to write an integral of the 
dynamic equations of motion in the form 

l' Zo(X,f) 

l'O· 

a<t, 
½ pq2 + pgz + p = p - + F(t) . (3) 

at 

I 
-·: .. 
~=Xz 

I 
Figure 1. hSchematlc diagram for the computation of the energy transfer ·due to a fluid 

ayer across t e vertical at x = x,. 
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Here q2 = u2 + w2, tis time, and F(t) is an arbitrary function of time 
alone. Indicating the expression on the left-hand side of (3) by 

x=½pq2 +pgz+p, 

we may multiply by (udz - wdx) and write 

x (udz - wdx) = [P :~ + F(t)] (udz - wdx) . (4) 

The quantity on the left represents the instantaneous flux of x through 
an elementary segment of the boundary of an arbitrary region of the 
fluid. Let us now form the line integral of (4) in the counterclock-
wise sense around the boundary of the region R (Fig. 1). It is ap-
parent that the contribution from F(t) will vanish by virtue of (2), 
while the remaining terms on the right-hand side may be expressed as 
a surface integral with the aid of Stokes' theorem and be immediately 
simplified by use of (1) and (2). Thus we may state that 

f x (udz - wdx) = ff [ :x (pu :; ) + :z (pw :;)] dx dz 
R (5) 

= - ff :t (½ pq2) dx dz . 
R 

Remembering that no contributions to the line integral on the left can 
result from the portions of the circuit represented by the bottom and 
the wall, and also remembering that the position of the upper boundary 
is a function of time, we may rewrite (5) as follows: 

zo, X. 

f xudz + f Xo (uodzo - wadx) 
-D1 xi (6) 

a Jj(j fx, azo = - ½ pq2 dx dz - ½ pqo2 - dx . 
at at 

R x, 

The zero subscripts are used to indicate values of the variables at the 
free surface, while the subscripts 1 and 2 have the significance indicated 
in Fig. 1. 

In view of the fact that the free surface is a material surface through 
which no fluid passes, we may write that (see Starr, 1945) 

azo azo azo 
w0 = - + u0 - ; - dx = dzo . (7) 

at ax ax 
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The first of these is the kinematic boundary condition for the free 
surface the dynamic boundary condition being furnished by the 
unifordiity of pressure. From the definitio~ of x and by the use of 
relations (7), it follows that (6) may be put m the form 

Z.1 

f (½pq2 + pgz + p) udz 
-L>, 

X2 

= _!_ jj( f ½ pq2 dx dz + .!__ f ½ pgza2 dx + Po 
at 'j at 

R 

f
x, azo 
-dx 
at 

(8) 

The first term on the right-hand side of (8) represents the rate of 
increase of kinetic energy of the fluid to the right of x = Xi • The 
second term is the rate of increase in the potential energy of the same 
fluid, while the last term is the rate at which energy is lost from the 
region R through work done against the surface pressure Po• From 
the principle of conservation of energy we infer that the expression 
on the left-hand side of (8) must give the rate of energy transfer within 
the fluid across the fixed vertical at x = Xi • This expression, there-
fore, we call the energy transmission function. 

Before proceeding with appli cations to wave phenomena, several 
additional comments and observations must be made in regard to 
equation (8). By continuity considerations one may write that 

l:2 Zo1 

f f udz. 
Ii -Di 

azo 
-
at (9) 

It then follows from (8) that the rate of transmission of energy utilized 
in changing the potential and kinetic energy of the fluid to the right of 
x = X1, is given by 

Zo, 

J [½pq2 + pgz + (p - Po)] udz. 
-D1 

(10) 

!he quantity p - Po is the portion of the pressure due to the flui d, and 
is equal to the actual pressure when p0 is zero. Since the portion of 
the total pressure represented by p0 is spacially uniform it cannot 
change the motions of the fluid, and no generality is lost b~ assuming 
it to be zero, as will be done henceforth. 

I? ~quat~on (_8) both the potential energy in the region and its 
variation With time are not independent of the choice of a reference 
le:el_, namely the origin for z. It follows, therefore, that the trans-
miss10n of energy should also be indeterminate to this extent as is 

' 
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indeed the case, since z occurs in the integrand on the left-hand side of 
(8). Although formally the choice for the origin of z is arbitrary, we 
shall follow the customary convention used in wave studies and place 
it at the undisturbed level of the fluid, that is, at the mean level of the 
free surface. 

If the fluid extends vertically downward to very great depths where 
the particle motions disappear, no generality is lost by extending the 
integration to z = - oo in the transmission function. 

3. Periodic Waves in a Deep Basin. Using the several conventions 
decided upon in the preceding section, we next turn our attention to 
the special circumstances in the case of periodic surface waves in a 
deep fluid, where the motions disappear for great depths.1 We desire 
to find the energy transferred across a fixed vertical during one wave 
period T. Accordingly, from the transmission function, this amount 
of energy e, is 

T Zo 

e 1 = I I xudzdt . (11) 
0 - 00 

Since we assume that the waves move without change in their struc-
ture, it is possible to replace the time integration in (11) by a space 
integration over one wave length. Thus we employ the transformation 

dx = cdt ; L = ct , (12) 

where c is the wave speed and L is the wave length, so that (11) 
becomes 

z, L 

e, = 1/c f f xudxdz . (13) 
- 00 0 

Assuming the waves to be moving to the right in Fig. 1, and de-
noting the particle velocity in the x-direction relative to the moving 
waves by U, so that 

U=u-c, (14) 

it can be shown (see Lamb, 1932; Starr, 1947) that in the present case 

1 In view of the fact that the exact solution for periodic waves implies the existence 
of a wave train of infinite length, it might appear that the argument presented in 
the previous section cannot be applied. This• apparent difficulty can be avoided by 
supposing that the distance between x, and x, in Fig. 1 is very large and is occupied 
by a forerunner of great length, such that the waves present at x = x, are for practical 
purposes of the same structure as in an ideal infinite train. The vertical wall at 
x = x, would then be equivalent to a region of resting fluid ahead of the long fore-
runner. 
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½ p ( U2 + w2) + pgz + p = ½ pc2 
1 

[VII, 3 

(15) 

which is simply the Bernoulli equation for the (steady) relative motion. 
From (14) and (15) it follows that x = pcu, and consequently, accord-
ing to (13), the energy transmitted during one wave period is equal to 
twice the kinetic energy of the horizontal motions per wave length, e., . 
Thus 

Zo L 

e, = f f pu2dxdz = 2 e., . 
-00 0 

(16) 

In order to examine the import of equation (16), we next form the 
ratio of the energy transmitted during a wave period to the total wave 
energy per wave length. This total wave energy is the sum of the 
total kinetic energy e and the wave potential energy v, the latter 
quantity being defined as the excess of potential energy due to the 

L 
presence of the wave disturbance, i. e., v = f ½ pgzldx. The 
desired ratio is then o 

e, 2 e., 

e + V e+v 
(17) 

In a previous communication (Starr, 1947), it was shown that under 
the present circumstances, if e, is the kinetic energy of the vertical 
motions per wave length so that e:r + e. = e, then 

e., - e. = 2 (e - v) , (18) 

without approximation. With the aid of (18), (17) may be put in 
the form 

e, 5 e - v 
--=½+---. 
e +v 2e+v 

(19) 

According to resul_ts ~rev_iously obtained (Platzman, 1947), e 
exceeds v ~~cep_t for mfimtes1mal amplitudes when equality of the 
t":'o quantities_ 1s approached. Equation (19) is thus in agreement 
wit_h the class1~al small-amplitude theory, according to which the 
rat10 o~ transmitted ene~gy to energy 'density'-and correspondingly 
the rat10 of group veloc1ty2 to phase velocity-is equal to one half. 

1 
More appropriately, dynamical group velocity. A better term would probably 

be energy velocity. 
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But it is apparent that for waves of finite height the above-mentioned 
ratio is larger than one half. For waves of the extreme form it was 
estimated in the reference mentioned that 

e - V = ½ V • (20) / 

This leads to a value of about 11117 for the maximum 'value of the 
ratio, i. e., 

e, 11 
-- = - = 0.65, 
e + V 17 

for waves of maximum height. 

4. Partition of the Energy Transport for Periodic Waves. It is a 
matter of some interest to examine the individual contributions of the 
three terms in the transmission function (10) to the energy transfer 
per wave period as given by (16) for periodic waves in a deep basin. 
For this purpose we may conveniently employ the symbolism 

Zo L 

IH) = I le f f Hu dx dz, 
-00 0 

in which all quantities have the meaning already attached to them, 
and His any function of x and z. On reference to (13) it may be seen, 
for example, that 

e, = Ix) = {½ pq2
) + lpgz) + I Po). 

The transmitted energy e1 may thus be taken as the sum of three 
quantities:-

a. The advection of kinetic energy: 
Zo L 

{ ½ pq2 } = 1/ c f f ½ pq2 u dx dz . 
-00 0 

In order to evaluate this quantity, let us make the substitution 
u = c + U, so that 

Zo L 

{½ pq2 } = e + lie ff½ pq2 U dx dz, (21) 
- 00 0 

where e is the total kinetic energy, as employed m the preceding 
section. In the same way we find that 

Zo L 

{pu} =m+l/c f fpuUdxdz, (22) 
-00 0 
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where z, L 

m = ff pudxdz, 
-ao o 

is the wave momentum. On taking account of ~he r~lation me = 2e, 
established previously (Starr, 1947), a°:d of the identity_ {pu} = 2~,Jc 
where e,, is the kinetic energy of the horizontal wave mot10ns, equation 
(22) may be written 

e, L 

O = 2 e. + 1/c f f puc U dx dz . (23) 
-ao O 

Subtracting (23) from (21), 
z, L 

{ ½ pq2) = (e,, - e.) + Ile f f (½ pq2 - puc) U dx dz. 
-ao o 

In this last equation the integral on the right vanishes identically/ 
so that finally 

{½ pq2) = e,. - e. = 2 (e - v), (24) 

the latter equality being given by (18). The amount of kinetic energy 
transported by the wave motion in one wave period is equal to the differ-
ence between the horizontal and vertical kinetic energies per wave length. 

b. The work done by pressure forces: 

z, L 

{p} = 1/c ff pu dx dz . 
-ao o 

Consider the identity 
a~ ap~ ap 

pu=-p-=---+~-. 
ax ax ax 

In the last term we may make the substitution apJax = - p du/dt, 
which is merely the dynamical equation of motion for the x-direction. 
We obtain, after one further transformation, 

ap~ d~u d~ 
pu = - - .- - p -- + pU - • (25) 

ax dt dt 
1 To demonstrate this, we may replace Udz by -d'JI', where'Fis the stream function 

for the motion relative to the moving wave. The integration may then be conceived 
88 taking place first with respect to x along the relative streamlines 1F = constant 
and then vertically from the free surface to great depths. But in the first stage of 
this process the integrand ½Pq2 

- puc, which according to (14) and (15) may be re-
placed by -_pgz -p, will vanish along each relative streamline, since the pressure 
along these lines must be on the average hydrostatic (see Starr, 1947). 
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On performing the integration indicated in the expression for { p), we 
find that the contribution of the first term on the right in (25) vanishes 
identically because of the periodicity of pq, and because of the vanish-
ing of the surface pressure. Likewise, the contribution of the second 
term on the right in (25) vanishes because of the periodicity of q,u 
and because of the kinematical boundary condition requiring the free 
surface to be a streamline in the motion relative to the wave.' We 
see, therefore, that the last term on the right in (25) expresses the 
average work of pressure forces: 

{p} = {p d<t,/dt) • 
Now 

dq, a<t, aq, a<t, 
-=-+u-+w-=cu-q 2 

dt at ax az 
hence 

{p} = C {pu) - {pq2) • 

But c {pu) = 2 e., and, from (24), {pq2 } = 2 (e,, - e.). Therefore, 

{p} = 2e.. (26) 

The work done by pressure forces operating in one wave period is equal to 
twice the vertical kinetic energy per wave length. 

c. The advection of potential energy: 

z. L 

I pgz) = 1/c J J pgz u dx dz . 
- 00 0 

From equations (13), (24), and (26), 

{pgz) = Ix) - I½ pq2
) - {p) 

= (2 e,,) - (e., - e.) - (2 e,) . 
Hence 

{pgz) = e., - e, = {½ pq2 ), (27) 

'To demonstrate this, note that 
dq,u a,t,u a<1>u 
-=U-+w-, 

dt ax az 

or, in virtue of the continuity equation, 
dq,u aU<1>u aw,t,u 
-=--+-. 

dt ax az 

The space integration may now be replaced by a line integral of ,t,u (Udz - wdx) 
taken around the boundary of the region of integration, and the stated result follows 
directly. 
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the latter equality being given by (24). The amount of potential 
energy transported by the wave motion in one wave period is equal to the 
amount of kinetic energy transported in the same period. 

SUMMARY 

In this paper an expression is derived for the transfer of energy 
across a vertical plane, due to the arbitrary two-dimensional motions 
of a layer of ideal fluid under gravity. This expression- the energy 
transmission function-is comprised of three terms, representing the 
advection of kinetic and of potential energy together with the work 
done by pressure forces. 

The energy transmission function is applied to the problem of enugy 
transfer produced by gravity waves of finite height in a deep basin. 
The result obtained indicates that the energy transferred per wave 
period is greater than one-half of the total energy per wave length. 
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REFLECTION OF TSUNAMIS 1 

BY 
J. D. COCHRANE AND R. S. ARTHUR2 
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La Jolla, California 

INTRODUCTION 

Waves are reflected whenever they move into a region where their 
speed of propagation changes. It has generally been found that for 
appreciable reflection a large change in speed of propagation must 
occur over a distance which is small compared to a wave length. Since 
tsunamis are shallow water waves, they are propagated at a speed c 
which depends on the depth h according to 

C = -Vgh. 

A typical tsunami, one having a period of 20 minutes for example, has 
a wave length of 90 miles in water of 5,000-ft. depth. At the conti-
nental slopes and walls of deep oceanic trenches, an appreciable depth 
change takes place over a distance which is small compared with this 
typical wave length, and reflection is to be expected. The object of 
this paper is to examine the observational evidence for tsunami reflec-
tion and to make a comparison with results which are derived theo-
retically. 

OBSERVATIONAL EVIDENCE OF REFLECTION 

Oocasionally a tide gauge record of a tsunami shows a marked ampli-
tude increase long after the arrival of the first waves. Such a feature 
bas been considered as possible evidence of reflection if its time of 
occurrence coincides with the expected arrival time of waves traveling 

1 Contributions from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, New Series, No. 377. 
This work represents results of research carried out for the Office of Naval Research 
and the Hydrographic Office of the Department of the Navy under contract with the 
University of California. 

2 We would like to take this occasion to express our great appreciation for the 
privilege of working and studying under the direction of Dr. H. U. Sverdrup. The 
training and guidance which he has provided have been and will continue to be in-
valuable to us. 
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